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Theme – “High Performing Courts”
 Collaborative effort with local, state and national
partners
 Renewed focus on performance measures
 Public accountability
 Customer Service
 Proactive Succession Planning
 Becoming High Performance Courts
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Mission…



To administer justice and restore
wholeness in a manner that inspires public trust
Vision…

As a leader among courts we exemplify
high standards for justice and public service


Strategic Planning
Values…
C
Collaboration
O Operational Excellence
U
Understanding
R
Responsiveness
T
Transparency
S
Service

“To Administer Justice…”
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“And Restore Wholeness…”

Trial Division Trends

Trial Division – Major Initiatives

Juvenile Services Division Trends

Juvenile Services Division – Major Initiatives

Friend of the Court Trends

Friend of the Court – Major Initiatives

Probate Court Trends

Probate Court – Major Initiatives

“In a Manner that Inspires Public Trust”

Performance Measures





NCSC CourTools
MSC Time Guidelines
Juvenile Services
Child Care Fund – Annual Audit
 Community Report Card
 ACA; Detention






FOC Federal Incentive
Requirements
Grant Reporting

Attorney Satisfaction and Court Performance Ratings
2006 and 2012
2006

2012

Overall Level of
Satisfaction

75% Satisfied

85% Satisfied

Overall Court
Performance

40% Excellent
52% Good

54% Excellent
29% Good

Source: 2006 Ratings are from the PRAXIS Consulting, Inc. Survey Report – September 6, 2006. 2012 ratings are
from the 2012 Survey of Attorneys conducted by the Courts.

2013 Overall
Score: 78
(or 3.9) (n=154)

2013 Employee Satisfaction Ratings1
CourTools: 6 Dimensions
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1 For All Courts: 20th Circuit, Ottawa County Probate, and 58th District. Interpretation: 100 = highest level of satisfaction. >80 = doing a
good job; 70-80 = doing okay; <70 = needs improvement. Source: National Center for State Courts – Survey Summary, March 2013.
CourTools (M9). Ratings also converted to a mean score using a 5 point scale: 5=Strongly Agree; 3=Neutral; 1=Strongly Disagree.
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Grants – ROI: $17.16/County Dollar
Grant Funds Received and
County Match

Total Grant Funds and Total
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Questions?
For further information
 Kevin J. Bowling, JD, MSJA
 Court Administrator
 kbowling@miottawa.org

A Road Map for Improving Court Management
The High Performance Court Framework clarifies
what court leaders and managers can do to produce
high quality administration of justice. It consists of six
key elements:
1. Administrative Principles define high performance.
They indicate the kind of administrative processes judges
and managers consider important and care about.
2. Managerial Culture is the way judges and managers
believe work gets done. Building a supportive culture is key
to achieving high performance.
3. Perspectives of a high performing court include: (a)
Customer, (b) Internal Operating, (c) Innovation, and (d)
Social Value.

The Framework Emphasizes Four
Administrative Principles
Giving every case individual attention
Treating cases proportionately
Demonstrating procedural justice
Exercising judicial control over the legal process

A high performing court embraces each principle and
seeks to make it real in its own local court context.
Despite broad agreement on the importance and
relevance of these principles, they do not necessarily
lead to universal practices due to substantial
differences in court cultures.

4. Performance Measurement builds on CourTools to
provide a balanced assessment in areas covered by the
Customer and Internal Operating Perspectives.

Managerial Culture

5. Performance Management concerns the Innovation
Perspective and uses performance results to refine court
practices on the basis of evidence-based innovations. It also
fulfills the Social Value Perspective by communicating job
performance to the public and policy makers.

they would like to see it get done in the future.

6. The Quality Cycle is a dynamic, iterative process
that links the five preceding concepts into a chain of action
supporting ever-improving performance.

Administrative Principles

Court culture is the way judges and managers
believe work currently gets done and the way
Court culture acts as a filter between principles
and practices. Different cultures apply the same
administrative principles differently.
Managerial culture falls along two distinct
“dimensions.” The first dimension, called solidarity,
is the spectrum of beliefs about the importance
of judges and managers working together toward

The High Performance Court Framework rests

common ends. Solidarity refers to the degree to

on four principles that define effective court

which a court has clearly understood and shared

administration and are widely shared by judges and

goals, mutual interests, and common ways of doing

court managers. Administrative principles include the

things. The second dimension, called sociability,

following: (1) giving every case individual attention;

concerns beliefs as to whether it is important for

(2) treating cases proportionately; (3) demonstrating

judges and managers to work cooperatively with one

court procedures are fair and understandable; and

another. Sociability refers to the degree to which

(4) exercising judicial control over the legal process.

court personnel acknowledge, communicate, and

Classifying courts along both dimensions

Performance
Perspectives,
Measurement,
and Management

produces four distinguishable types of cultures: (1)

The High Performance

interact with one another in a cordial fashion.

communal, (2) networked, (3) autonomous, and
(4) hierarchical. Each of the four cultures is a
particular combination of solidarity and sociability,
as shown below.

Court Framework uses the
concept of perspectives to
help guide performance
assessment. Perspectives
highlight how the interests

Sociability

of different individuals and

High

Communal
Judges & administrators
emphasize getting along
and acting collectively.

Solidarity

groups involved in the legal

Networked

process are affected by

Judges & administrators
emphasize collaborative
work environments &
effective communication.

Low

administrative practices.
The Framework’s four
High

Autonomous

Judges & administrators
emphasize allowing
judges wide discretion to
conduct business.

Hierarchical

Judges & administrators
emphasize established
rules & procedures to meet
court-wide objectives.
Low

An essential lesson from field research is that a
high degree of solidarity is necessary to support
performance
initiatives. Hence,
a challenge
Four Administrative
Principles
are
Emphasized in the Framework

for court leaders is to encourage and facilitate

Giving every case individual attention
Treating cases proportionately
collective decision-making
among individual judges
Demonstrating procedural justice
on what is best
for judicial
the court
As a result,
Exercising
control as
overa
thewhole.
legal process

by focusing on solidarity and building consensus,

a court can reduce the level of fragmentation and
isolation, enabling it to more effectively apply the
administrative principles.

perspectives provide an
integrated approach to
performance measurement
and management, as shown in the diagram:
High Performance Court Framework at a Glance.
Performance Measurement. Combining the
Customer and Internal Operating Perspectives
yields four measurable performance areas
(effectiveness, procedural satisfaction, efficiency,
and productivity). Illustrative measures of the
performance areas are drawn from CourTools,
previously developed by the NCSC.
Performance Management. In a complementary
way, the Innovation and Social Value Perspectives
emphasize a court’s dynamic use and management
of evidence-based information, not just anecdotes,
informal feedback, or intuition. The Innovation
Perspective outlines four forms of social capital
critical to developing positive results on an ongoing
basis (as summarized in the graphic). It offers an
approach courts can use to augment problem-

The High Performance Court Framework at a Glance
The following diagram shows how four perspectives produce a workable strategy
to guide performance assessment. The perspectives show how the interests of
those involved in the legal process are affected by how a court conducts business.

Customer Perspective
How should we treat all participants in the legal
process?

Internal Operating Perspective

These two
perspectives form a
balanced scorecard
of performance

What does a well functioning court do to excel at
managing its work?

Innovation Perspective
How can court personnel learn to respond and
adapt to new circumstances and challenges?

Social Value Perspective
What is a court’s responsibility to the public and
funding bodies?

This perspective
brings into service
four organizational
capitals

This perspective
encompasses
legitimacy and
institutional
relations

The High Performance Court Framework at a Glance
Following from left to right, the diagram illustrates how the perspectives frame an
integrated approach to performance measurement and management.

HPC Measurement: A Balanced Scorecard
Effectiveness

Procedural Satisfaction

Gauges the match between stated goals
and their achievement.

Gauges if customers perceive the court is
providing fair and accessible service.

CourTools and Other Measures:

CourTools and Other Measures:

Measure 5: Trial Date Certainty
Measure 7: Enforcement of Penalties
Measure 8: Juror Usage

Efficiency

Measure 1: Access
Measure 1: Fairness
Transaction time

Productivity

Gauges the variability and stability in
key processes.

Gauges whether processes make the best use
of judge and staff time.

CourTools and Other Measures:

CourTools and Other Measures:

Measure 2: Clearance Rate
Measure 4: Age of Pending Caseload
Measure 6: Case File Integrity

Measure 10: Cost Per Case
Measure 3: Time to Disposition
Workload Assessment

HPC Management: The Four Capitals
Organizational Capital

Technological Capital

Organizing judges and staff to achieve the best use of
time in pursuing common goals and communicating
those goals clearly to justice system partners.

Using technology to achieve greater efficiency and
quality, while managing it competently. Implementing
up-to-date technology in an integrated way is key to
effectively managing court business processes.

Human Capital

Information Capital

Promoting the sharing of information and ideas on
performance strategies, targets, and results. Input
and feedback are solicited by court leaders from
all personnel.

Pursuing a credible evidence-based system to
evaluate court performance. Ongoing attention to
measurement and analysis help to ensure data are
valid and meaningful.

HPC Management: Strengthening the Role of Courts in Society
Public Trust and Confidence

Support of Legitimizing Authorities

Public support is recognized as critical for legitimacy
and compliance with decisions. As a result, a court
will seek to demonstrate and communicate a record
of successful job performance.

Adequate funding from other branches of
government is sought on the basis of measurable
court performance, especially the efficient use of
public resources.

solving skills so as to better diagnose and forecast

administration quality cycle includes five steps:

challenges.

determining the scope and content of a problem,
information gathering, analysis, taking action, and

The Social Value Perspective stresses the use of

evaluating the results.

information in communicating the work of the court
to its partners in the justice system as well

In many courts, the road to high performance be-

as members of the public and policy makers.

gins with the will to see how the four administrative
principles are working out in practice and using data

Quality Cycle

to gauge what “working out” means. In other words,

The Framework is a flexible set of steps a court

when a court’s culture supports a commitment to

can take to integrate and implement performance

high quality service, there is ongoing attention to

improvement into its ongoing operations, creating

identifying and resolving administrative problems.

what can be called a “quality cycle.” The court

A clear statement of a specific problem is the first

Quality Cycle: Family Law Case Example
Identify the Problem

Clearly state problem to be solved.
Perception that family law cases are
taking too long and backlog is growing.

Evaluate the Results

With new information, business
processes can be further refined.
Continue monitoring relevant family law
performance indicators.

Continue Cycle of
Corrective Action Until
Improvements Achieved
Ensure issues get on
family law judges’ agenda
Add family law coordinator
Initiate family law clinic

Collect the Data

Gather data to define gap between
desired and actual performance.
Family court customer opinion is sought
and case processing data compiled.

Sufficient
time
elapses
to test
corrective
actions.

Take Corrective Action

In-depth knowledge of the problem
helps choose best course of action.
Re-design family law pro se process
Develop and improve staff training
Collaborate with stakeholders
such as the family law bar

Analyze the Data

Data is examined and interpreted
to further clarify the problem.
In the family division, results show
time to disposition is up and
customer satisfaction is down.

step in organizing a court’s resources to effectively

represented by the four capitals) and choose the

address it.

new way of doing business that best fits the contours
of the problem. As new information emerges,

Collecting relevant data is the next key step of the

potential business process refinements and staff

quality cycle. A court can begin by consulting the

capability improvements will naturally evolve.

Framework’s proposed set of performance areas and
accompanying measures (described in the first two

The fifth step involves checking to see whether the

perspectives) to gauge whether reality is consistent

responses have had the intended outcomes and

with expectations.

reporting those results. By gathering input from
appropriate judges, court staff, and court customers

The third step in the cycle is examining and

and monitoring the relevant performance indicators,

interpreting the results from the data collection and

the court can determine if the problem is really

drawing out implications on what the real causes

fixed. The goal is not to temporarily change

of the problem(s) are and what remedies might be

performance numbers, but to achieve real and

appropriate. This step is clearly iterative. Once the

continuing improvements in the process and in

basic character of a problem is identified, additional

customer satisfaction.

information can be gathered to further narrow and
refine the problem and outline relevant responses.

Results also need to be shared with stakeholders in
the legal process, members of the public, and policy

The fourth step in the cycle is a fusion of

makers in a clear and comprehensible manner. This

performance measurement and management.

narrative should indicate the net gains of past and

Clearly specifying the problem allows court

current improvements and the status of mechanisms

managers to marshal their resources (as

designed to avert problems in the future.
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Resources:
High-Performance Courts
www.ncsc.org/hpc

CourTools

300 Newport Avenue
Williamsburg, Virginia 23185

www.courtools.org

1.800.616.6164

Court Culture Assessment
www.ncsc.org/courtculture.ashx
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